Transverse microvibrations-based guide wires drag reduction evaluation for endovascular interventional application.
When conducting endovascular interventional surgery, doctors usually experience high viscous resistance resulting from direct contact with blood when operating the guide wire in blood vessels, which reduces the operational efficiency. Improper operation can cause vascular injuries and greatly reduce surgical safety, sometimes leading to the death of the patient. This paper presents a new method that applies transverse microvibrations at the proximal end of a conventional passive guide wire to reduce viscous resistance. The effect of the proposed method in reducing the viscous resistance in the fluid is studied. The influences of the tube diameter, medium density, and applied vibration frequency on the viscous force are investigated. Finally, for endovascular therapy, a mathematical model of the viscous force of the guide wire based on the proposed method is established in the environment of human blood vessels to predict the magnitude of the viscous force exerted on the guide wire and analyze the drag reduction effect of the proposed method. The effectiveness of the proposed method in drag reduction and its feasibility in improving surgical safety are experimentally demonstrated. The experimental results indicate that the proposed method can assist the doctor during complicated and variable operation conditions.